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aluminium chloride and the ketone, (R. CO. R)2• Al 2Cl6, with 
elimination of hydrochloric acid. Under the conditions of the 
experiment this latter compound is dissociated into free alumi
nittm chloride and (the free ketone. That this explanation is 
very near tbe truth is demonstrated by the fact that by working 
in carbon bisulphide solution, M. Perrier has actually converted 
his new compound with benzoyl chloride, (C6H 5COC1)2• A12CJ6, 

directly into the ketone compound, (C6H 5.CO.C6H 5 )2"AI 2CI6, 

by reacting upon it with benzene. The crystals of the ketone 
compound obtained were identical with these prepared from 
benzophenone itself. 

WE regret that in announcing the birthday honours last week 
the name of Mr. Daniel Morris was printed "Mr. David 
Morris.'' 

NoTES from the Marine Biological Station, Plymouth.Last 
week's captures include the Actinian Chitonactis coronata, the 
Polychreta G!ycera capitata and Procercea picta, the Opistho
branchs Candid/a p!ebeia and Triopa claviger, the Schizopod 
Leptomysis mediterrama, the Ascidian Pycnoclavel!a aurilucens 
and a number of Amphioxus lanceolatus. The character of the . 
floating fauna has exhibited little change since the preceding 
week, Ctenophora and Leptomedusre having been especially 
abundant. The following animals are now breeding: Various 
Serpulidre, the Schizopoda -S;Izistomysis m·enosa and Leptomysis 
mediterranea, the Decapod "Crangon sculptus, and the Ascidian 
Botryllus violaceus. The majority of Amphioxus also are full
grown and mature. 

THE additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the 
past week include a Stair's Monkey ( C{!rcopit.hecus stairsi, 0 ) 
from East Africa, presented hy Mr. F. Hintze ; a Himalayan 
Bear ( U.·sus tibet anus, o) from Northern India, presented by 
Capt. Michael Hughes, 2nd Life Guards ; a Mauges Dasyure 
(Dasyurus maugcei) from Australia, presented by Mr. Robert 
Hoade; four South Island Robins (Miro albzfrons) from New 
Zealand, presented by Capt. Edgar J. Evans; two Carri n 
Crows (Corvus corone), British, presented by the lIon. Wm. 
Edwardes; a Rosecrested Cockatoo (Cacatua moluaensis) from 
Moluccas, presented by Mr. J. B. Sutherland ; a Herring Gull 
(Larus argenta/us) British, presented by Miss M. A. Croxford·; 
a Longeared Owl (Asio otus), a Tawny Owl (SJrnium aluco), 
British, presented by Mr. Alan F. Crossman; two Horned 
Lizards (Phrynosoma cornutum) from Texas, presented by Mr. 
A. E, Jamrach; a Redhanded Tamarin {Midas rujimanus) 
from Surinam, a Yellowfooted Rock Kangaroo (Pnrogale 
xanthopus, o) from South Australia, fourteen Horned Lizards 
(Phrynosoma cornutum) from four Tuberculated Iguanas 
(Iguana tubercula/a) from the West Indies, deposited ; a 
M albrouck Monkey ( C,rcopithecus cynosurus) from West Africa, 
four Bronzewinged Pigeons (P!taps chalcoptera), two Australian 
Sheldrakes ( Tadorna tadornoides, o 9 ) from Australia, four 
Green Waxbills (Estrelda fonnosa) from India, purchased; a 
Vervet Monkey (Cercopithecus lalandii), a Japanese Deer 
( Cervus sika, 9 ) born in the Gardens. 
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DETERMINATIONS OF GRAVITY.The Appendix (No. 15) of 
the report of. the "United States Coast and Geodetic Survey 
for 1891 " contains a set of determinations of gravity made with 
halfsecond pendulums on the Pacific coast, in Alaska, and at 
Washington, D.C., and Hoboken, N.J., under the superin
tendtnce of Mr. T. C. Mendenhall. On account of the difficulty 
and cost of a previous undertaking, the apparatus in the 
present determinations has been greatly reduceu both in magni
tude and complexity by using a pendulum vibrating to half a 
secor:d and a chronometer in place of a clock. The pendulum 
apparatus consisted of a set of three quarter metre pendulums, a 
dummy or temperature pendulum, an airtight receiver in which 
the pendulums were swung, a flash apparatus, wherein an 
electromagnet in the circuit of a chronometer moves a shutter 
and throws out a flash of light each second, a telescope for ob
serving, mounted above the flashlight apparatus and various 
accessories. The pendulums themselves constituted a set of 
three, so that discrepancies in any one of I hem, if they appeared, 
could easily be detected. Each was composed of an alloy of 
aluminium IO per cent. and copper 90 per cent., a composition 
highly resistible to corrosion. The base station adopted was 
at the Smithsonian Institution in Washingtun, and the v;1lue 
assumed there for g was 98o·10 dynes. 

The following are the values of gas obtained at five places, a. 
table given here including several other determinations:
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·SOLAR OBSERVATIONS AT THE ROYAL. COLLEGE,. ROME.

In the Memorie della Societa degli Spcttroscopisti J'taliani Prof. 
Tachini communicates the observations of the made at the· 
Royal College Observatory during the first trimestre of this 
year. The records of the protuberances during this period show 
that the monthly numbers were 138, 198, 264, a rapid increase, 
as will be noticed, the maxima heights being 1026", 
and 1650" respectively for the same wonths. The mean alti
tudes increased also rather irregulaFiy, 706"; 824", and 1103" 
being the numbers given. With regard to the spots, March .. 
contained the most numerous (358}, being 94 more than January 
and 73 more than Fel mary. The number of groups for the 
first two months were, curiously enough, n arly equal (the
number.; being 101 and 102.), but the extensions were very 
differeut, 1968 and 2215 representing the numbers for the spots, 
and Sjo and 11 70 fur the facula:. The same number of these 
memoirs gives a summation .. of the solar observations made at 
the Royal Observatory at Palermo during the year 1892: by M. 
T. Lona and A. Mascari, and M. Abetti's of the 
conjunction of Mars with v 1'auri, and of Saturn with 7' 
Virgin is. 

L ' ASTRONOMLE FOR. )111NE.The openiJ!lg arti>cle in this 
month's number contains a descriptioA· of a very remarkable 
observation on Jupiter made by M. Lumsden on September 20, 
1891. It seems that he has seen the shadow of the first 
satellite of Jupiter on the planet's surface, accompanied and 
followed by a second shadow, not so dark and sharp as the 
original satellite, but nevertheless very distinct and incon
testable. This second shadow is said to have moved uniformly 
with the real one, following it at an equal distance. The ob
server seems to be very certain that it was not a spot, so the 
question isHow can this secondary shadow be explained?· 
It was thought at first that as the other satellites were afl on the 
same side of the primary it might have been one of their 
shadows, but the facts show that that was not the case. M. 
Lumsden suggested that perhaps it was the shadow of Satellite 
I cast by the light emitted by Satellite 4, assuming the fourth 
satellite to be selfluminous, but M. Flammarion's explanation 
is perhaps more simple, it being that since the atmosphere of 
Jupiter is very deep, the clouds would be at various depths, and 
at great distances from one another, so that sometimes the 
shadow of a satellite would fall either on the upper or on the 
lower clouds, or even on the disc itself. It is true that the dis
tance between these shadows would be very small as from. 
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the earth, and in the actual observation here mentioned the 
distance between the shadows is comparatively large. Among 
other communications in the same journal we may mention M. 
Cornu’s address on the discovery of minor planets by 
photography, M. Flammarion on the spring of 1893, some 
notes on the late solar eclipse, and a brief reference to a 
proposed new astronomical station on Mount Monnier, at an 
altitude of 28oo met>•es. 

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES. 

MR. F. G. JACKSON, whose pro;1osed attempt on the North 
Pole by Franz Josef Land has been announced, has altered his 
plans. He now proposes to spend next winter in Nova Zembla, 
in order to familiari,e himself with the conditions of Arctic life, 
and to test his sledges and other appliances for travelling over 
the ice. His more seriom journey in Franz Josef Land has been 
postponed for a year,. and will have a greatly increased chance 
of success. 

VITA HASSAN, wdl known as Emin Pasha’s apothecary in 
the Equatorial province, died recently. He had published a 
book on affairs in the Sudan, which throws some new light on 
the history of the Egyptian provinces before Stanley’s expedition 
reached the Albert Nyanza. 

A LADY traveller, Miss Taylor, of the China Inland Mi�sion• 
has made a somew:.1at remarkable journey in Eastern Tibet> 
details of which will be looked for with much interest. MisS 
Taylor, who travelled alone, is expected soon to arrive in this 
country. 

A GEOGRAPHICAL Club has recently been established in 
Philadtlphia, which practically c.mstitutes a new geographical 
society. It has published the first number of a bulletin cJntain›
ing a paper by Mr. E. S. Balch on mountain exploration, in 
which he endeavours to redeem mountaineering from the charge 
of being only a dangerous pastime. 

THE coral reefs of DaresSalaam, on the east coast of Africa, 
have been carefully studierl. by Dr. Ortmann, whose observations 
extend considerably our knowledge of fringing reefs. 

THE ROYAL SOCIETY SOIREE. 

'[HE President cf the Royal Society received a brilliant 
company at the Society’s rooms on the occasion of the 

annual ladies’ soiufe on June 7 Many of the exhibits were 
shown at the convo·sazione of May 10, and were noted in 
NATURE of May 18. Other exhibits are described in the 
following account :• 

Mr. C. T. Woodward exhibited a bar over a resonance 
chamber iliustrating sound interference. When a ventral 
segment is over the bDx a loud deep tone is heard. \Vhen the bar 
is placed so that a node is near the centre of the" opening to the 
box no sound is heard, owing to opposite movements of the bar 
on either side of the node. 

The Karakoram Mountain Survey Expedition exhibited 
Watercolour Drawings of the scenery of the Karakoram 
Mountains, Kashmir, India, by Mr. A. D. McCormick. 
These drawings were made at altitudes of from IS,ooo to 
2o,ooo feet, during the Expedition in 1892. 

Prof. Osborne Reynold>, F.R.S., exhibited an illustration of 
vortex motion showing motion analogous to vortex rings in fluids. 

Prof. Thorpe, F.R.S., exhibited autotype enlargements 
from photographs taken by himself, illustrative of the recent 
African Eclipse Expedition. The enlargements portrayed(!) 
the eclipse party ; (2) the observing party at Fundium, Senegal›
taken immediately aCter the eclipse; (3) the duplex corona›
graph; (4) the prismatic camera; (S) the integrating photometer; 
(6) the equatorial photometer. 

Capt. McEvoy exhibited the hydrophone. This, in connec›
tion with a new instrument named a kinesiscope, is intended to 
be used at night, or in foggy weather; it has for its object the 
prevention of surprise attacks from torpedo boats, or other 
hostile vessels, approaching anchorages, or minefield;. It will 
give warning of their movements when they are several miles 
distant by ringing bells, lights, &c. These signals in 
every case are verilied by telephones in the circuit. The 
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apparatus, which is electrical, may also be employed to warn 
vessels off dangerous points of the coast. 

Dr. John Gorham exhibited a reflecting kaleidoscope, which 
is a new instrument adapted to produce not merely symmetric 
patterns of beauty, but to exemplify many of the theories in 
optics connected with the reflections of light. To do this 
changes in its construction are required to adapt it to its novel 
U’es. The two mirrors, for instance, must be thrown open to 
admit the light upon them and the objects. The objects them›
selves must have a definite shape to cause thew to reflect 
oblique rays of light only, while the light again must fall upon 
them from above, instead of being transmitted through them 
from below. These objects consist of strips of card bent back›
wards and forwards into hollows and elevations, upon which the 
light falls obliquely. It is then received upon the mirrors and 
reflected from them to the eye. Experiments were made to 
show :-(I) Gray tones from oblique white surfaces; (2) tints 
and shades of colour from oblique coloured surfaces; (3) depth, 
intensity, and brilliancy by repeated reflections ; (4) the choice 
lustre, &c. 

Mr. Edwin Edser exhibited an apparatus to illustrate Prof. 
Michelson’s method of producing interference bands. l.ight 
is allowed to fall on a mirror thinly silvered, so that about half 
of the light i; reflected half transmitted. The two rays 
pursue paths which are mutually perpendicular, are reflected 
back by two ordinary mirrors, and on meeting interfere. The 
interference bands can be projected on a screen, and this fact 
together with the simplicity of the arrangements will make the 
method very useful for lecture illustration. 

Mr. \V. A. Shenstone and Mr. M. Priest exhibited an 
apparatus used for studying the action of the electric discharge on 
oxygen. A known volume of oxygen at known temperature and 
pressure is exposed to the’’ glow "discharge at known difference 
of potential. The change• of pressure is read by a mercury 
manometer, and from this the proportion of ozone is calculated. 
The use of the mercury manometer, hitherto impossible, makes 
this method very accurate, and by means of it our knowledge of 
the influence of various conditions (such as difference of potential, 
rapidity of discharge) has been considerably extended. lc is 
found that under equal conditions a coil is more effective than a 
"Wimshurst" or <;Voss" machine. The using of mercury in 
the manometer is made possible by protecting it from the ozone 
by placing a rod of silver in the tube connecting the ozone 
generator and the manometer. 

Mr. Percy E. Newberry was in charge of an exhibit by the 
Egypt Exploration Fund (Aychreological Survey). T_he exhibit 
included watercolour drawwgs executed by the artists of the 
surveyMr. Percy Buckman, Mr. John E. Newberry, and Mr. 
Howard Carterduring the past season, 18923. (1) Sketches 
of various sites visited by the officers of the survey, including 
views of Tell el A marna, Sheikh Said and Der el Gebrawi. (2) 
Specimens of facsimile drawings of wall paintings from ancient 
tombs in the provinces of Minieh and Assiut (VI. and XII. 
dynasties., B.C. 3800 and B.C. 2500). 

Lord Kelvin, Pres.R.S., exhibited illustrations of the mole›
cular tactics of a crystal. (1) Bravais homogeneous assemblage 
of 512 single points. (2) Two homogeneous equilateral as›
semblages of points, red and green, with stretched springs 
between each point of the green assemblage and its nearest neigh›
bour, and four struts between each of the reds and its nearest 
neighbour of the green assemblage; showing how any degree of 
resistance to compression with given rigidity can be provided for 
by Bos::ovich’s theory. (3) Threedimensional netting, analogous 
to the ordinary hexagonal netting of two dimensions. The 
stretched cords of this model are exactly in the positions of the 
struts of model No. 2. (4) Twelve nearest and eight next›
nearest neighbours of an ideal particle at the centre of a cube, 
placed to show the cubic arrangement of an equilateral 
assemblage. (S) Cubic cluster of fourteen balls, being the least 
number which can show cubic form in an equilateral assemblage. 
(6) Probable molecular structure of Iceland spar. (7) Illustrat›
ing the molecular movement in the twinning of Iceland spar 
by knife according to Baumhauer. (8) Illustrating Baumhauer’s 
artificial twinning of Iceland spar by knife. (9) Tetrahedron 
with adjustable edges (six independent variables). (10) Two 
geometrical models of :(a) A dextrochiral crystal. (b) A 
levochiral crystal. (II) Special tetrahedron, with perpendicu›
lars from corners to faces, meeting in one point ; to illustrate 
engineering of Boscovich’s theory for an incompressible elastic 
crystal with 12 arbitrarily given rigidity moduluses. 

Dr. G. H. Fowler exhibited specimens of oyster shells. The 
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